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Abstract
In this paper we report our approach using an object-relational DBMS for INEX collection. EXIMA™ Supply is
a kind of native XML DB and supporting Xpath Standard to search elements in XML documents, however, it is
not offer any functionality of intelligent searching techniques. We briefly describe the test collection preparation,
indexing, retrieval processes, and the evaluation results. Although EXIMA™ Supply has many benefits, for
example, no delay in storing and searching XML documents, it showed relatively poor performance in overall
evaluation at INEX 2002. This result may be caused since the given topics had to be decomposed and modified
to be processed by the Xpath processor in EXIMA™ Supply, and during this modification the original meaning
of topics can be changed inevitably and some important information may missing. Furthermore, EXIMA™
Supply targets only for Korean documents, and we were not able to implement any aid tools for construction of
indices, knowledge bases for INEX 2002 test collection.
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1. Introduction
The topics provided by INEX (Initiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval) were deployed and tested by the
native XML DB named EXIMA™ Supply developed by Incom I&C Co. Ltd.
EXIMA™ Supply is a kind of native XML DB to store and manage XML documents effectively. It can
store and retrieve XML and its related documents (e.g., DTD, XSL) fast enough to process XML information.
EXIMA™ Supply is supporting Xpath Standard to search elements in XML documents. However, it is not
provide any functionality of a searching engine. This means that it cannot search information as intelligently as
most searching engines do. As a result, the given topics had to be decomposed and modified to be processed by
the Xpath processor in EXIMA™ Supply. The modified topics were expressed in one or several Xpath queries.
Some complicated topics had to be decomposed into several Xpath queries.
During
this
process
of
modification, the original meanings of topics were changed inevitably and some information was lost.

2. System environments
2.1. Software
The topics provided by INEX were tested under the following software environment.

- OS: Windows 2000 Professional
- XML Server: EXIMA™ Supply 1.0
- DBMS: UniSQL 5.1
- Web Server: Tomcat
- Searching client: Web application developed with JSP,
2.2. Hardware
- Server
: Machine - Pentium III PC
: Memory – 256 MB
- Client
: Machine - Pentium III PC
: Memory – 256 MB

3. Experimental Design
3.1. Test collection preparation
3.1.1. Preparing of test collection
The XML documents in test collection are stored in EXIMA™ Supply. EXIMA™ Supply is a native XML DB
based on object-relational DBMS technologies. Therefore, it can preserve the native features of XML documents
by representing and storing them in object-oriented structures. This is one of the important features of EXIMA
™ Supply. Thanks to this feature, the data and hierarchical information of XML documents can be stored
without modification or distortion.
Besides, EXIMA™ Supply helps manage and utilize XML documents with ease by providing the
standard Xpath query language. With EXIMA™ Supply, there is no need to transform XML documents into
other formats such as relational tables of commercial DBMS (many XML servers are using relation DBMS and
therefore XML documents must be transformed into relational tables), because it can treat the hierarchical
structures of XML documents as it is. As a result, there is no delay in storing and searching XML documents and
it is possible to process XML data on the fly.

Figure 1: Architecture of EXIMA™ Supply

EXIMA™ Supply provides a logically hierarchical structure to manage the storage of XML documents.
The logically hierarchical structure is the storage structure that is transparently accessible by users regardless of
the internal physical storage structure. EXIMA™ Supply has two kinds of storage types, “Cabinet” and “Folder.”
Cabinet is a logical storage that can contain cabinets and folders. Cabinet can be used to manage storage

hierarchically.
Folder is the storage where XML and related documents are actually stored. A folder can contain one
DTD and corresponding XML and XSL documents. On the other hand, XML documents correspond to a DTD
can be stored in multiple folders if necessary.
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Figure 2: The Storage Types of EXIMA™ Supply
In set up the XML documents provided by INEX into EXIMA™ Supply, the directory structure of
XML documents was mapped into the logical structure of EXIMA™ Supply. For example, XML documents in
“E:\an\1995” directory are stored in the folder “1995” in the cabinet “an.”
The following picture shows the example storage structure of EXIMA™ Supply shown in EXIMA™
Manager.

Figure 3: Example of the Storage Structure of EXIMA™ Supply

3.1.2. Indexing
EXIMA™ Supply has the functionality of indexing of elements of XML documents. EXIMA™ Supply makes
indexes of elements when an XML document is stored. So it doesn’t need any extra indexing process. Elements
in one folder are indexed together and the searching speed is almost same among elements in one folder.
However, the indexing is done in each folders, the searching speed may be different from each folder.

3.1.3. Retrieval process
- Xpath query generation
EXIMA™ Supply is not equipped with any searching engine functionality and it just supports Xpath searching
functionality. Therefore, searching topics from INEX has to be converted to Xpath queries for searching
information. For instance, INEX topic 01 can be expressed in Xpath queries as follows:
Topic 01:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE INEX-Topic SYSTEM "inex-topics.dtd">
<INEX-Topic topic-id="01" query-type="CAS" ct-no="010">
<Title>
<te>article/fm/au</te>
<cw>description logics</cw><ce>abs, kwd</ce>
</Title>
<Description>
Retrieve the names of authors of articles on description logic, in particular articles in
which the abstract or the list of keywords contains a reference to description logic.
</Description>
<Narrative>
The rating should reflect the likeliness that a person is an expert on description logic.
</Narrative>
<Keywords>
description logic DL ABox TBox reasoning
</Keywords>
</INEX-Topic>
Xpath query:
"article/fm[abs//*/text('*')[contains('description logic')]]/au"
Complicated topics that can not be expressed in one Xpath query can be divided into several Xpath
queries. For instance, topic 06 can be expressed in Xpath queries as follows:
Topic 06:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE INEX-Topic SYSTEM "inex-topics.dtd">
<INEX-Topic topic-id="06" query-type="CAS" ct-no="034">
<Title>
<te>tig</te>
<cw>Survey on Software Engineering</cw>
<cw>
software engineering survey, programming survey, programming tutorial,
software engineering tutorial
</cw>
<ce>tig</ce>
<cw>programming languages</cw><ce>sec</ce>
</Title>
<Description>
Retrieve the article title from all articles which are a tutorial or survey on software
engineering or programming dealing with programming languages.
</Description>
<Narrative>
To be relevant an article should offer a tutorial or survey on software
engineering or programming containing sections dealing with programming languages.
</Narrative>
<Keywords>
survey, tutorial software engineering, programming language
</Keywords>
</INEX-Topic>

Xpath queries:
"article[//tig//*/text('*')[contains('Survey on Software Engineering')]]//tig"
"article[//tig//*/text('*')[contains('software')][contains('engineering')][contains('survey')]
[contains('tutorial')]]//tig"
"article[//sec//*/text('*')[contains('programming')][contains('languages')]]//tig"
If a topic can not be expressed in Xpath queries, just keywords can use for searching.
- Searching process of Xpath queries
In EXIMA™ Supply, the Xpath queries processed as the following Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Flow of query processing in EXIMA™ Supply
As the above diagram illustrate, the given Xpath query is first parsed and then decomposed into several
sub-queries. And based on these sub-queries, a query tree that represents the hierarchical relation of sub-queries
is constructed. Once the query tree is constructed, the tree is traversed and evaluated to get the corresponding
nodes. The traversing of query tree starts from the current context element. EXIMA™ Supply first retrieves the
child elements of the current element as candidate elements from storage. And then the candidate elements are
evaluated and elements that satisfy conditions are added to the element-set. The traversing is done recursively
along to the child nodes of the query tree. If all nodes of the query tree are traversed and evaluated, the elementset is returned as the result of the search.

4. Results
We only submitted the results of CAS (content-and-structure) queries in INEX 2002. Figure 5 presents P-R

graphs for the evaluations results of the subsets of CAS topics, i.e., #01, #04, #05, #06, #11, #21. Applying the
strict evaluation gave slightly higher score (average precision: 0.077) than the generalized evaluation result
(average precision: 0.055) which provided by the official INEX organizers.
INEX 2002: ETRI_Incom
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Figure 5: P-R Graph for (a) Generalized and (b) Strict CAS topic ignored empty results

Our overall, rather than empty topic results ignored, result showed relatively poor (average precision:
0.019). As shown in Figure 6 our results ranked with the 34th among 42 official submissions.
INEX 2002: ETRI_Incom
quantization: strict; topics: CAS
average precision: 0.019
rank: 34 (42 official submissions)

Figure 6: P-R Graph for Overall Results and Rank

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we described an approach of object-relational DBMS using EXIMA™ Supply for INEX test
collections. Although EXIMA™ Supply has many benefits, for example, no delay in storing and searching XML
documents, it showed relatively poor performance in overall evaluation at INEX 2002.
This result may be caused since the given topics had to be decomposed and modified to be processed
by the Xpath processor in EXIMA™ Supply, and during this modification the original meaning of topics can be
changed inevitably and some important information may missing. Some other possibilities are that because
EXIMA™ Supply targets only for Korean, and we were not able to implement any aid tools of construction of
indices, knowledge bases for INEX collection which will require to be investigating in the future study.
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